**Clinical Preceptor Workshop:**

**Supporting Pharmacists in Clinical Teaching & Practice**

**Date:** 20 & 21 Nov 2018  
**Time:** 9.00am - 5.30pm  
**Venue:** Department of Pharmacy, NUS  
Pharmacy Practice Skills Hub (PPS Hub)  
Block S4 Level 2, 18 Science Drive 4, S(117543)

---

**Workshop Overview**

This workshop will equip new preceptors with core skills and practical advice and offer new ideas to seasoned preceptors. Participants will also benefit from networking with clinical faculty, educators and clinical preceptors from diverse practice environments.

**Registration Fee**

S$1,000 (inclusive of 7% GST)*

*Registration fee includes workshop materials, tea breaks and lunch.

**Featured Speakers**

- **HAN Zhe**  
  PharmD, BCPS (AQ-ID)  
  Lecturer  
  Chair (Clinical Preceptor Workshop)  
  Department of Pharmacy, NUS

- **Alexandre CHAN**  
  PharmD, MPH, FCCP, BCPS, BCOP  
  Deputy Head and Associate Professor  
  Department of Pharmacy, NUS

- **Joyce LEE**  
  PharmD, FCCP, BCPS, BCACP  
  Associate Professor  
  Department of Pharmacy, NUS

- **Priscilla HOW**  
  PharmD, BCPS  
  Associate Professor  
  Department of Pharmacy, NUS

- **WONG Li Lian**  
  PharmD, MBA  
  Senior Lecturer  
  Department of Pharmacy, NUS

- **Paul GALLAGHER**  
  BSc (Pharm.), PhD, MPSI  
  Professor  
  Department of Pharmacy, NUS
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Suitable for local and overseas clinical faculty members, experiential program directors/coordinators and pharmacists in all practice settings.

To register for this workshop, please go to [https://mysurvey.nus.edu.sg/EFM/se/543BE5C2761732CC](https://mysurvey.nus.edu.sg/EFM/se/543BE5C2761732CC).  
*The workshop will only be confirmed if there is a minimum of 20 registered participants.*

For more information, please visit [https://www.pharmacy.nus.edu.sg/clinical-preceptor-workshop/](https://www.pharmacy.nus.edu.sg/clinical-preceptor-workshop/).

This is a SPC-CPE recognised event.

For any enquiries, please contact Dr Han Zhe ([phahz@nus.edu.sg](mailto:phahz@nus.edu.sg)) and Ms Tan Shuyun ([phats@nus.edu.sg](mailto:phats@nus.edu.sg)).